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Embedded Systems Laboratory 

Lab 5: RC circuit, potentiometer, photoresistor, displays 

Project overview 
In electrical engineering, there are two types of input and output (I/O): analogue and digital. 

Digital I/O is fairly easy to understand; it’s either on (logical 1) or off (logical 0). The input 

gate detects whether the input voltage level is low or high by comparing it to a threshold voltage. 

In the case of Raspberry Pi, any input that is approximately below 1.8V is considered off and 

anything above 1.8V is considered on, but it isn't guaranteed. The voltage can be anywhere 

between the maximum input low (0.8V) and minimum input high (2.0V). For output, 0V is off 

and 3.3V is on. This lab shows to you how can you convert digital pulses into meaningful 

information. 

 

 

 
 

The following topics will be covered in this lab: 

• RC circuit 

• Photoresistor 

• Potentiometer 

• 7-segment display 

1.8V 

3.3V 
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• LCD display 

 

Technical requirements 
The following components are required to complete this lab: 

• Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ (MicroSD card, power supply, keyboard, mouse) 

• Breadboard 

• 10 uF capacitor 

• 1 photoresistor 

• 7-segment display 

• LCD display 

• Potentiometer 

• Male to male and male to female wires 

 

1. Potentiometer 

• Potentiometers are changing their resistive value when a connected shaft is physically 

rotating 

• They are allowing the adjustment of voltage and current 

• The term potentiometer and variable resistor are often used together to describe the 

same component, but the connections and operation of the two are different.  
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Potentiometer: The potentiometer is a three-wire 

resistive device that acts as a voltage divider producing a 

continuously variable voltage output signal which is 

proportional to the physical position of the wiper along 

the track. 

  

 

Variable resistor: Then a variable resistor is a two-wire 
resistive device that provides an infinite number of 
resistance values controlling the current offered to the 
connected circuit in proportion to the physical position of 
the wiper along the track.  

 

 

1.1. Potentiometer as voltage divider: 
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• When the wiper moves downwards the output voltage from pin 2 decreases producing 

a smaller voltage drop across R2. Likewise, when the wiper moves upwards the output 

voltage from pin 2 increases producing a larger voltage drop across R2. Then the 

voltage at the output pin depends upon the position of the wiper. 

• Sometimes low-voltage sensors are ultimately interfacing with a controller operating 

at a higher system voltage. This leads to a problem of level shifting which has a number 

of solutions including voltage dividing. 

 

2. RC charging circuit 

All Electrical or Electronic circuits or systems suffer from some form of “time-delay” between 

its input and output. This delay is generally known as the time delay or time constant (T) of 

the circuit and it is the time response of the circuit when a step voltage or signal is firstly 

applied. When an increasing DC voltage is applied to a discharged capacitor, the capacitor 

draws a charging current and “charges up”, and when the voltage is reduced, the capacitor 

discharges in the opposite direction. The charge on the plates of the capacitor is given as: Q = 

CV. This charging and discharging processes are never instant and takes a certain amount of 

time. 

The figure below shows a capacitor, (C) in series with a resistor, (R) forming a RC Charging 

Circuit connected across a DC battery supply (Vs) via a mechanical switch. When the switch is 

closed, the capacitor will gradually charge up through the resistor until the voltage across it 

reaches the supply voltage of the battery.  
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The capacitor now starts to charge up (as shown on the next figure) with the rise in the RC 

charging curve steeper at the beginning because the charging rate is fastest at the start and 

then tapers off as the capacitor takes on additional charge at a slower rate. As the capacitor 

charges up, the potential difference across its plates slowly increases with the actual time 

taken for the charge on the capacitor to reach 63% of its maximum possible voltage. This 

0.63V point is given the abbreviation of 1T (one time constant). The time constant is measured 

in seconds by the following formula: 

                                                                 𝑇 = 𝑅𝐶                                                        (1) 

The capacitor continues charging up and the voltage difference between Vs and Vc reduces 

the circuit current I. After 5 time constants (5T), the capacitor is said to be fully charged. Then 

the capacitor acts like an open circuit condition therefore the voltage drop is entirely across 

the capacitor.  

The voltage across the capacitor at any instant time (t) during the charging period is: 

                                                     𝑉𝑐(𝑡) = 𝑉𝑠(1 − 𝑒(−𝛥𝑡/𝑇))                                      (2) 
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3. Photoresistor 

• One of the most popular resistance-based sensors is the photoresistor or in other 

words light-dependent resistor (LDR) 

• It changes its resistance depending on the exposure to light (special semiconductor).  

• The range of resistance variation depends on the device and typically this value is 

between 1kΩ in light and about 10kΩ in dark 
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4. Measuring photoresistor resistance 

By placing a capacitor in series with an LDR, the capacitor will charge at different speeds 
depending on whether it’s light or dark. The voltage across the capacitor will start off low, and 
increase as the charge builds up. With a high resistance, the capacitor will charge slowly, 
whereas a low resistance will let it charge quickly. If you measure how long it takes the 
capacitor’s voltage to get over 1.8V (logical 1), you can work out the resistance of the 
component in series with it. In order to determine the resistance value equation (2) should be 
solved for R:  
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𝑅 = −
∆𝑡

𝐶𝑙𝑛 (1 −
𝑉𝑐(𝑡)

𝑉𝑠
)

 

  
Note: Photoresistors are not precision sensors (and the timing of Pi is also not precise) 
therefore this technique can be used only for basic measurements! 

4.1. Place a 10uF capacitor in series with the LDR. Ceramic capacitors have 
no polarity! Film capacitors are polar components therefore you must 
make sure the long leg (anode) is on the same track as the LDR leg. 
 

 
 

4.2. Import libraries and set GPIO mode: 
import RPi.GPIO as GPIO 
import time 
import math 
 
GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM) 
GPIO.setwarnings(False) 
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4.3. Define some necessary constants: 
C = 0.00001 
vcps = 1.4 / 3.3 
 

4.4. Write a function which calculates the resistance value: 
 def rc_timing(pin): 

stop_time = time.time() 
 
  # Discharge -- time > 5T 

          GPIO.setup(pin, GPIO.OUT) 

         GPIO.output(pin, GPIO.LOW) 

          time.sleep(0.5) 

 

# Charge 

GPIO.setup(pin, GPIO.IN) 

start_time = time.time() 
 

while (GPIO.input(pin) == GPIO.LOW): 

stop_time = time.time() 

  dt = stop_time – start_time 

   

return – (dt / (C * math.log(1.0 – vcps))) 

4.5. Main code block: 
 def main(): 

try: 

       while True: 

# input pin GPIO4 

           r = rc_timing(4) 
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           print(“Resistance: ”, math.floor(r), “Ohm”) 

           time.sleep(2) 

except KeyboardInterrupt: 

pass 

GPIO.cleanup() 

 

if __name__ == “__main__”: 

  main() 

 

5. 7-segment display 

• We can use such a display to show the status of our system (show data from sensors) 

• In total, we can display all digits from 0 to 9, together with the letters A, B, C, D, E, F 

and H 

• The seven segments are denoted by letters from a to g 

• Most 7-segment displays actually have an eighth segment which is a small dot in the 

bottom right corner. When we use multiple 7-segments displays, we can use that dot 

to correctly represent, for example, the number 3.14 

• The Pi support more popular communication protocols included 1-wire. However, in 

order to gain insight into the 1-wire protocol, we will communicate with the device 

directly from Python code  

• Two types: common-anode and common cathode 
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6. 7-segment display control 

Create a SevenSegment display class. It has a constructor which require 2 parameters: pins 

numbers and display type (common anode/cathode). In addition, the class has two methods: 

• print() – visualize a number on the display 

• digit_decoder() – gives back a segment control code to all valid numbers  

In the main function create an object from the class and count from 0 to 9 continuously. 
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6.1. Build the circuit. Our 7-segment display is common-anode! Its pin 
allocation can be seen above (Note: on the figure below there are two 7-
segment displays while our display is a 2-digit display. Therefore, on the 
figure we suppose that the leftmost column below is pin 1 while above is pin 
18. Moreover, the rightmost column is unused). Resistors are 330Ω. 

 

 

6.2. Import necessary libraries: 
import RPi.GPIO as io 
import time 

 

6.3. Write the SevenSegment class: 
 class SevenSegment: 

  def __init__(self, pins, common_cathode): 

   self.common_cathode = common_cathode 

   self.pins = pins 
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#initialize pins 

   io.setmode(io.BCM) 

   io.setwarnings(False) 

   for i in range(len(self.pins)): 

    io.setup(self.pins[i], io.OUT) 

 

  def print(self, value): 

   code = self.digit_decoder(value) 

   mask = 1 

    

   #set segments according to code bits 

   for i in range(len(self.pins)): 

    if code & (mask << i) > 0: 

     io.output(self.pins[i], 1) 

    else: 

     io.output(self.pins[i], 0) 

 

  def digit_decoder(self, value): 

   if value > 9: 

    #initialize variable with binary number 

    code = int(‘01000000’, 2)  

   else: 

    if value == 0: 
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     code = int(‘00111111’, 2) 

    elif value == 1: 

     code = int(‘00000110’, 2) 

    elif value == 2: 

     code = int(‘01011011’, 2) 

    elif value == 3: 

     code = int(‘01001111’, 2) 

elif value == 4: 

     code = int(‘01100110’, 2) 

    elif value == 5: 

     code = int(‘01101101’, 2) 

    elif value == 6: 

     code = int(‘01111101’, 2) 

    elif value == 7: 

     code = int(‘00000111’, 2) 

    elif value == 8: 

     code = int(‘01111111’, 2) 

    else: 

     code = int(‘01101111’, 2) 

   if not self.common_cathode: 

    code = ~code 

 

   return code 
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6.4. Counting in the main() function: 
 def main(): 

  #pin numbering from a to g  

  display = SevenSegment([17,5,6,7,8,9,10], False) 
 
  while True: 
   for i in range(10): 
    display.print(i) 
    time.sleep(1) 
 

if __name__ == ”__main__”: 
      main() 
 

7. Liquid crystal display (LCD) 

• LCD16x2 has 2 lines with 16 characters in each line. Each character is made up of 5x8 

(column x row) pixel matrix.  

• Most LCDs with one controller (Hitachi HD44780) have 14 pins or 16 pins (two extra 

pins are for back-light LED connections)  

• The HD44780 standard requires 3 control lines as well as either 4 or 8 I/O lines for the 

data bus. The user may select whether the LCD is to operate with a 4-bit data bus or 

an 8-bit data bus.  

• If a 4-bit data bus is used the LCD will require a total of 7 data lines (3 control lines plus 

the 4 lines for the data bus). If an 8-bit data bus is used the LCD will require a total of 

11 data lines (3 control lines plus the 8 lines for the data bus). 

• VEE (or V0) pin is used for adjusting the contrast of the display. Voltage on this pin 

defines contrast on display, lower the voltage, higher the contrast. We can connect 

10K or 4.7K potentiometer for contrast adjustment or simply connect this pin to 

ground to get maximum contrast. 

• The three control lines are referred to as EN, RS, and RW. 
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• Pin 1 – VSS (GND) 

• Pin 2 – VCC (+5V) 

• Pin 3 – V0 (VEE): Contrast adjustment 

• Pin 4 – RS: Register Select pin 

o RS = 0: Data on the D0 to D7 pins is considered as a command. 

o RS = 1: Data on the D0 to D7 pins is considered as data to display on LCD16x2. 

• Pin 5 – RW: Read / Write pin 

o RW = 0: Write data to the LCD 

o RW = 1: Read data from the LCD 

• Pin 6 – E: Enable 

o This pin is used to latch the data present on the data pins D0 to D7. High to low 

pulse with a minimum width of 450 ns is required to latch the data to the 

display. 

• Pins 7:14 - DATA pins D0 to D7 

o Data pins are used to send data/command to the LCD16x2 as parallel 8 data 

bits. 

• Pin 15:16 – A (LED+) and K (LED–) 
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o Liquid Crystal Displays don’t have their own light like seven segment displays. 

Therefore, the module has a backlight LED. Supply to this LED is provided 

through these pins. The value of the resistor connected to LED+ will change the 

brightness of the backlight. Normally, 220 Ohm or 330 Ohm resistor will be 

used.  

 

 

 

8. LCD controller 

Write an LCD class which controls the LCD operation. Create an object from the LCD class and 

print out the “Embedded System!” message to the display. Datasheet to the HD44780 

controller: https://www.sparkfun.com/datasheets/LCD/HD44780.pdf 

 

8.1. Circuit: 
 

https://www.sparkfun.com/datasheets/LCD/HD44780.pdf
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8.2. Import necessary libraries 

 

8.3. The constructor requires pin numbers. LCD initialization is happening 
inside it: 

 class LCD(): 
  def __init__(self, rs, e, d): 

   self.rs = rs 
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   self.e = e 

   self.d = d 

 

   #inicialize pins 

   io.setmode(io.BCM) 

   io.setwarnings(False) 

   io.setup(rs, io.OUT) 

   io.setup(e, io.OUT) 

 

   for i in range(len(self.d)): 

    io.setup(self.d[i], io.OUT) 

 

   #inicialize LCD 

   self.lcd_init() 

      

8.4. By default, LCD16x2 is in 8-bit mode. To use LCD16x2 in 4-bit mode (D4-
D7), we need to follow the 4-bit LCD initialization flow chart: 
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def lcd_init(self): 

  time.sleep(0.05) 

#int(xxxx, 2) – define a binary number   

  self.write(True, int(‘0011’, 2)) 

  time.sleep(0.01) 
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  self.write(True, int(‘0011’, 2)) 

  time.sleep(0.001) 

  self.write(True, int(‘0011’, 2)) 

  time.sleep(0.000001) 

  self.write(True, int(‘0010’, 2)) 

  time.sleep(0.000001) 

  self.function_set() 

  self.display_on_off() 

  self.clear_display() 

  self.entry_mode_set() 

 

8.5. Create a function which sends command or data to the LCD display. 
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def write(self, command, dout): 

  if command: 

   io.output(self.rs, 0) 

  else: 

   #data 

   io.output(self.rs, 1) 

   

  #enable goes high 

  io.output(self.e, 1) 

 

  #command or data write 

  mask = 1 

  for i in range(4): 

   if dout & (mask << i) > 0: 

    io.output(self.d[i], 1) 

   else: 

    io.output(self.d[i], 0) 
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  time.sleep(0.000001) 

 

  #enable goes down 

  io.output(self.e, 0) 

time.sleep(0.000001) 

 

8.6. Write functions to all necessary commands according to the table below: 
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 def clear_display(self):  

  self.write(True, int(‘0000’, 2)) 

self.write(True, int(‘0001’, 2)) 

time.sleep(0.003) 

 

 def entry_mode_set(self): 

  self.write(True, int(‘0000’, 2)) 

self.write(True, int(‘0110’, 2)) 

time.sleep(0.00001) 

 

 def display_on_off(self): 

  self.write(True, int(‘0000’, 2)) 

self.write(True, int(‘1111’, 2)) 

time.sleep(0.00001) 

 

 def function_set(self): 

  self.write(True, int(‘0010’, 2)) 

self.write(True, int(‘1000’, 2)) 

time.sleep(0.00001) 

 

 def return_home(self): 

  self.write(True, int(‘0000’, 2)) 

self.write(True, int(‘0010’, 2)) 

time.sleep(0.003) 
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8.7. Display data RAM (DDRAM) stores display data represented in 8-bit 
character codes. Its extended capacity is 80 X 8 bits, or 80 characters. The 
area in display data RAM (DDRAM) that is not used for display can be used 
as general data RAM. So, whatever you send on the DDRAM is actually 
displayed on the LCD. The following print() method clears the display and 
writes a short message (at most 16 characters) into the first line. 
 

 def print(self, message): 

  self.clear_display() 

  self.return_home() 

 

  if len(message) > 16: 

   print(‘Message is too long!’) 

  else: 

   for i in message: 

    code = self.encode_character(i) 

    #send out the upper 4 bits 

    self.write(False, (code >> 4)) 

#send out the lower 4 bits 

    self.write(False, code) 

 

8.8. Create an encode_character() method according to the table below: 
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8.9. Create a main() function and print out the “Embedded system!” message 
on the LCD inside it. 
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